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Construction of Complex Receptive Fields
in Cat Primary Visual Cortex
found in the direction from simple cells to complex cells
but not in the opposite direction (Alonso and Martinez,
1998). Moreover, complex receptive fields have subunits
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that resemble simple cell subregions (Movshon et al.,New York, New York 10021
1978; Szulborski and Palmer, 1990; Anzai et al., 1999)2 Neuroscience and Motor Control Group
and can be modeled from quadrature pairs of simple(Neurocom)
cell inputs (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Ohzawa et al.,Universidade de A Corun˜a
1990; Heeger, 1992; Sakai and Tanaka, 2000).A Corun˜a 15006
Against a hierarchical model, previous studies by Mal-Spain
peli (1983) showed that the pharmacological blockade3 Department of Psychology
of a main layer (layer A) in lateral geniculate nucleusUniversity of Connecticut
(LGN) inactivated layer 4 simple cells but not layer 23Storrs, Connecticut 06269
complex cells. The activity of layer 23 cells was
thought to be maintained by inputs that originate in other
thalamic structures either through a direct projectionSummary
to area 17 or indirectly through feed back connections
(Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986; Mignard and Malpeli,In primary visual cortex, neurons are classified into
1991). Malpeli’s results, and the discovery that somesimple cells and complex cells based on their response
complex cells receive direct geniculate input (Hoffmannproperties. Although the role of these two cell types
and Stone, 1971; Singer et al., 1975; Bullier and Henry,in vision is still unknown, an attractive hypothesis is
1979; Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983; Tanaka, 1983; Martinthat simple cells are necessary to construct complex
and Whitteridge, 1984), motivated compelling alterna-receptive fields. This hierarchical model puts forward
tives to the hierarchical model.two main predictions. First, simple cells should con-
“Parallel models” proposed that simple cells and com-nect monosynaptically to complex cells. Second, com-
plex cells were both constructed from direct geniculateplex cells should become silent when simple cells are
inputs. Based on the fact that simple cells, but not com-inactivated. We have recently provided evidence for
plex cells, show linear spatial summation (Skottun et al.,the first prediction, and here we do the same for the
1991), parallel models suggested that simple cells weresecond. In summary, our results suggest that the re-
created from the convergence of linear X geniculateceptive fields of most layer 23 complex cells are
inputs and complex cells from the convergence of non-generated by a mechanism that requires simple cell
linear Y geniculate inputs (Hoffmann and Stone, 1971;inputs.
Stone et al., 1979). This strict segregation, however, was
not confirmed by further studies (Singer et al., 1975;Introduction
Bullier and Henry, 1979; Tanaka, 1983; Ferster and Lind-
strom, 1983; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984; Mullikin etHubel and Wiesel (1962) hypothesized that simple cells
al., 1984; Ferster, 1990a, 1990b; Burke et al., 1992). Con-and complex cells represent two successive stages in
sequently, a new generation of “parallel models” pro-hierarchical processing. In the first stage, layer 4 simple
posed that simple cells and complex cells were bothcells are created from the convergence of thalamic in-
built from X and Y direct geniculate inputs at differentputs with receptive fields aligned in visual space. In the
cortical layers (e.g., Bullier and Henry, 1979; Tanaka,
second stage, layer 23 complex cells are generated
1983; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984; Spitzer and
by the convergence of simple cell inputs with similar
Hochstein, 1988). Malpeli’s results provided support for
orientation preferences. According to Hubel and Wie- these models and went further to suggest that cortical
sel’s hypothesis, simple receptive fields emerge as the layer 4 and layers 23 formed two separate compart-
most direct approach to build orientation detectors from ments where cortical receptive fields were built indepen-
geniculate cells with circular receptive fields. In turn, dently (Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986; Mignard and
complex cells originate from the need to build orienta- Malpeli, 1991).
tion detectors that are independent of the contrast po- More recent parallel models use nonlinear interactions
larity (black or white) and position of the stimulus within between direct geniculate inputs (Mel et al., 1998) or
the receptive field. geniculate inputs and intracortical inhibition (Fregnac,
In favor of a hierarchical model, layer 4 simple cells 1996) to generate complex receptive fields. Similarly,
send strong axonal projections to the superficial layers “recurrent models” use a combination of weak simple
of the cat visual cortex (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Martin cell inputs and strong recurrent complex cell inputs to
and Whitteridge, 1984; Hirsch et al., 1998), where most generate complex cell nonlinearities (Chance et al.,
cells are complex (but see Orban, 1984, for review). 1999; see also Douglas and Martin, 1991; Douglas et
Furthermore, in simultaneous recordings from layer 4 al., 1995). (Recurrent models are also based on the fact
and layer 23 cells, monosynaptic connections were that the number of excitatory synapses made by feed-
forward connections is only a small fraction of the total
excitatory synapses made onto cortical cells [LeVay and4 Correspondence: alonso@uconnvm.uconn.edu
5 These authors contributed equally to this work. Gilbert, 1976; Peters and Payne, 1993; Ahmed et al.,
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Figure 1. GABA Blocks LGN Activity in a Dose-Dependent Manner
(A) Visual responses of geniculate multiunit activity to a moving bar are shown in a raster (each dot is a spike; each raster line a bar sweep).
The histogram on the right shows the total number of spikes on each raster line. The little drops on the left represent the amount of GABA
injected. The figure shows data collected during 16 min, from top (first bar sweep) to bottom (last bar sweep). Through the entire paper, each
raster line shows the time from the beginning of a bar sweep to the beginning of the next one.
(B) There is a strong correlation between the amount of GABA injected and the duration of the blockade (see Experimental Procedures). There
seems to be two components in the recovery, one fast and another slow. When we use very small volumes of GABA (15–25 nl), the recovery
time is always fast. However, larger volumes (or many injections in a short period of time) are usually followed by both a fast and a slow
recovery (see activity in this figure after the fourth injection). The mechanism for the slow recovery is unknown; however, it is likely to be
responsible for the recovery time of previous studies that used larger volumes of GABA to inactivate brain regions.
(C) The same strong correlation is shown normalized for ten injection sites from different experiments. In each site, we made several injections
with increasingly larger volumes as in Figure 1C. The blockade duration was normalized by the maximum duration obtained for each injection
site.
1994].) Some of these nonhierarchical models propose laminar nucleus (MIN) still active (C layers of LGN and
MIN are a main source of thalamic inputs to the superfi-that simple cells and complex cells, rather than repre-
senting different cell types, are two functional states cial layers of the cortex [LeVay and Gilbert, 1976; Boyd
and Matsubara, 1996]). Our results show that most com-of the same cortical circuit—a simple cell can become
complex or vice versa depending on the network gain plex cells in the superficial layers of the cortex are si-
lenced by the inactivation of a tiny region of layer A in(Debanne et al., 1998; Chance et al., 1999).
Parallel or recurrent, most nonhierarchical models are LGN, a finding that is consistent with the notion that
complex cells in layer 23 are strongly driven by layerheavily inspired by Malpeli’s finding that complex cells
can be visually driven even if simple cells are silent. 4 simple-cell inputs. These results have been reported
previously in abstract form (J.-M. Alonso and L.M. Marti-However, Malpeli’s results raised an apparent paradox.
If layer 23 cells receive strong layer 4 inputs (Lorente nez, Soc. Neurosci., abstract, 1998).
de No, 1944; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Martin and
Whitteridge, 1984; Alonso and Martinez, 1998; Hirsch et Results
al., 1998), why are layer 23 cells not affected by the
inactivation of layer 4? To address this paradox, we Layer 23 complex cells receive strong input from layer
4 simple cells (Alonso and Martinez, 1998), which in turnrecorded simultaneously from monosynaptically con-
nected layer 4 simple cells and layer 23 complex cells receive inputs from LGN (Bullier and Henry, 1979; Ferster
and Lindstrom, 1983; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984; Ta-(as estimated by crosscorrelation analysis). Further, we
inactivated layer A of LGN (the main source of thalamic naka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Ferster et al., 1996).
This basic circuit of excitatory connections representsinput to cortical layer 4), while leaving the thalamic in-
puts from other geniculate layers and the medial inter- the essence of feed-forward models in primary visual
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cortex. Implicit in the model is the prediction that the
inactivation of the main geniculate inputs to layer 4
should affect the responses of both layer 4 simple cells
and layer 23 complex cells. We tested this hypothesis
by making precisely centered GABA blockades in layer
A of LGN (the main source of thalamic input to cortical
layer 4) while recording simultaneously from layer 23
complex cells and layer 4 simple cells that showed cor-
related firing consistent with a monosynaptic con-
nection.
A multielectrode array was introduced in the medial
bank of the cortex. Since each of the electrodes could
be moved independently and run parallel to the cortical
surface, we could record from cells within the same
orientation column at different cortical layers. In addi-
tion, we introduced a double micropipette in layer A of
LGN; one of the micropipette barrels was used to make
very small injections of GABA (10–20 mM, usually 15–25
nl) and the other to record multiunit activity. Since the
two barrels of the micropipette were separated by less
than 2 m, the geniculate multiunit activity could be
used to precisely map the retinotopic center of the injec-
tion. This technical approach had two main advantages.
First, it allowed us to make several reversible blockades,
as small volumes of GABA do not damage the tissue.
Second, by using reverse correlation, we could simulta-
neously map all receptive fields (simple cell, complex
cell, and geniculate multiunit activity) to quantify pre-
cisely the retinotopic alignment.
Figure 1A shows the effect of several GABA injections
on the response of the geniculate multiunit activity re-
corded from the double micropipette. Each dot repre-
sents a spike; each raster line a bar sweep. The sum of
all spikes within each raster line is represented by the
histogram on the right (each bin represents a raster line).
For each case studied, we made several injections of
GABA of increasingly larger volume, beginning with very
small volumes and allowing the activity to recover before
making the next injection. The volume of GABA injected
was strongly correlated with the duration of the block-
ade as shown in Figure 1B (for the case represented in
the figure) and in Figure 1C (for ten other cases). Once
the double micropipette and the cortical electrodes were Figure 2. Effect of Reversible Geniculate Blockades (Layer A) on
in good retinotopic alignment, we searched for a layer the Visual Responses of a Layer 4 Simple Cell
4 simple cell. We began making small injections of GABA (A) Responses to a moving bar. The histogram on the left shows
the number of spikes for each raster line. The little drops on thein LGN (layer A) until we could inactivate the response
right represent the amount of GABA injected in the LGN (layer A).of the simple cell for a few seconds. Figure 2A shows
The figure shows data collected during 23 min, from top (first barthe responses of a simple cell to a bar as it crosses
sweep) to bottom (last bar sweep).the three subregions of the receptive field. Each GABA
(B) There is a strong correlation between the amount of GABA in-
injection produced a visible reduction in the simple cell jected in LGN and the duration of the simple cell blockade (see
response. As in Figure 1, the volume of GABA injected Experimental Procedures).
was strongly correlated with the duration of the simple
cell inactivation. In this case, a single GABA injection
searched for a complex cell that received monosynaptic(15 nl) was enough to entirely suppress the visual re-
input from the simple cell (as estimated by crosscorrela-sponses of the simple cell for approximately 30 s. This
tion analysis). This search was successful in a few casesinjection was restricted to a small portion of layer A in
(n  9). Figure 3 shows an example. In this case, theLGN. The volume of GABA had to be increased to 30–40
simple cell had a receptive field made of two separatenl to reach layer A1 and to more than 100 nl to cross
and elongated subregions (on, in red; off, in blue), andlayer A1 and reach layer C. These measurements are
the complex cell produced on-off responses throughoutin good agreement with previous spread estimates for
the entire receptive field (represented in green). TheGABA and Cobalt Chloride (Malpeli, 1983; Hupe et al.,
receptive field center of the geniculate multiunit activity,1999; see Experimental Procedures).
mapped by reverse correlation, is shown as a dottedOnce we had the simple cell in precise retinotopic
alignment with the center of the LGN injection, we circle. (The size of this circle represents the summed
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Figure 3. Effect of LGN (Layer A) Blockade
on the Visual Responses of a Simple Cell and
a Complex Cell that Were Monosynaptically
Connected (as Estimated by Crosscorrelation
Analysis)
Both cells were vertically aligned, perpendic-
ular to the cortical surface, and were simulta-
neously recorded with two different elec-
trodes. The simple cell was recorded from
layer 4 and the complex cell from layer 3.
(A) Receptive fields of the simple cell, the
complex cell, and the LGN multiunit activity
(all simultaneously mapped by reverse corre-
lation with sparse noise). On responses are
shown in red, off responses in blue, and on-
off responses in green. The simple cell had
an on subregion that only responded to the
presentation of light spots and an off subre-
gion that responded only to the presentation
of dark spots. The complex cell produced on-
off responses. The dashed circle represents
the summed receptive field from the LGN
multiunit activity; it does not represent the
extension of the blockade (see Experimental
Procedures).
(B) Crosscorrelation between the simple cell
and the complex cell. Both cells were simulta-
neously stimulated with a moving bar (the
gray line is the shuffle correlogram). The cor-
relation shows an asymmetric peak displaced
from zero indicative of a monosynaptic con-
nection from the simple cell to the complex
cell. The dip on the left side of the correlo-
gram matched the autocorrelogram of the
simple cell. Crosscorrelation analysis be-
tween geniculate multiunit activity and the
cortical cells indicated that the simple cell
but not the complex cell received direct ge-
niculate input from layer A. A small part of
the peak in the simple-complex cell correlo-
gram is contained at the zero bin. This proba-
bly indicates the two cells shared a weak
common input that originated either in the
cortex (e.g., other simple cells) or the thala-
mus (e.g., layer C). (See Alonso and Martinez,
1998, for more detail.)
(C) Orientation tuning curves of the simple cell (solid line) and the complex cell (dashed line) obtained with a moving bar.
(D) Responses of the simple cell and the complex cell to a moving bar. The histograms on the side show the number of spikes for each raster
line. Data was collected during 4.08 min, from top (first bar sweep) to bottom (last bar sweep). At the arrow, we blocked the activity of a small
region of layer A in LGN (GABA injected  25 nl), in a corresponding retinotopic position (dashed circle in Figure 3A). Both the simple cell
and the complex cell were inactivated by the geniculate injection.
receptive fields of all cells contained within the multiunit blockade of LGN (layer A) entirely abolished the activity
of both the simple cell and the complex cell. A secondactivity; it does not illustrate the spread of the blockade.)
The simple cell and the complex cell had overlapping example is shown in Figure 4 for a different type of
complex cell recorded very superficially in the cortex.receptive fields (Figure 3A) and similar orientation pref-
erences (Figure 3C). Moreover, crosscorrelation analysis Again, the simple cell and the complex cell had overlap-
ping receptive fields (Figure 4A), similar orientation pref-revealed a strong positive peak displaced from zero,
indicating that the simple cell tended to fire before the erences (Figure 4C), and showed crosscorrelated firing
consistent with a monosynaptic connection (Figure 4B).complex cell (Figure 3B). The fast rise time and peak time
of the correlogram strongly suggest a monosynaptic In this case, however, the complex cell did not respond
to stationary stimuli and was mapped with a moving barexcitatory connection (Alonso and Martinez, 1998). Fig-
ure 3D shows the responses of the simple cell and the (the receptive fields of the simple cell and the geniculate
multiunit activity were mapped by reverse correlation).complex cell to a bar sweeping several times through
the receptive fields at the preferred orientation. In this Like in the previous example, both the simple cell and
the complex cell were inactivated by small injections ofcase, a small injection of GABA in LGN (25 nl) was
able to silence both cells for approximately 20 s. GABA (15 and 25 nl) in layer A of LGN (Figure 4D).
The finding that some layer 23 complex cells can beIn all cases in which we could demonstrate a strong
connection from a simple cell to a complex cell, the inactivated by restricted geniculate blockades of layer A
Complex Receptive Fields in Primary Visual Cortex
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on the responses of a larger population of layer 23
cells and layer 4 cells that were simultaneously recorded
(even if they were not connected). The effect of the LGN
blockade was quantified as the ratio between the visual
response after and before the injection (two bar sweeps
lasting approximately 5 s for each condition). A ratio of
0 indicates that the cell failed to generate a single spike
during two bar sweeps (Figure 5).
The results from these experiments were very clear—
most cells in layer 4 and layer 23 were strongly affected
by the geniculate inactivation. In fact, a large percentage
of cells were totally inactivated, and only a few (most
near the layer 3–4 border) had a response reduction
smaller than 60% (Figure 5A). Although any cell type
could be inactivated, simple cells were affected the most
and S1 cells the least (Figure 5B). S1 cells have received
many different names in the scientific literature (see Ex-
perimental Procedures). They have been called “com-
plex cells” by those applying Hubel and Wiesel’s criteria
(e.g., the orientation preference of the cell should be
predicted from responses to light spots [Hubel and Wie-
sel, 1962; Gilbert, 1977; Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983;
Malpeli, 1983; Alonso and Martinez, 1998]); “simple
cells” by those using linearity tests (e.g., Skottun et al.,
1991); “S1” by those mapping receptive fields with static
stimuli (e.g., Schiller et al., 1976; Orban, 1984; Jones
and Palmer, 1987; but see Experimental Procedures),
and “Eon” or “Eoff” by other authors (Toyama et al.,
1981; Tanaka, 1983). Differences in the “blockade ratio”
among cell types are likely to reflect the level of input
convergence from several geniculate layers.
The effect of small geniculate blockades was not only
weaker but also briefer for cells in the layer 3–4 border.
Figure 4. Effect of LGN (Layer A) Blockade on the Visual Responses Figure 6A shows results from a simultaneous recording
of Another Pair of Monosynaptically Connected Cells from geniculate multiunit activity, a layer 4 simple cell,
Both cells were vertically aligned within the cortex, perpendicular a layer 23 complex cell, and an S1 cell. The visual
to the cortical surface, and were simultaneously recorded with two responses of all these cells could be inactivated by small
different electrodes (the electrode track for the complex cell ran
injections of GABA in LGN (layer A). However, the dura-within the top 100 m of layer 2; the simple cell was recorded from
tion of the inactivation was shorter for the cell in thelayer 4).
layer 3–4 border. On average, cells in layer 4 were inacti-(A) Superimposed receptive fields of the simple cell, mapped with
white noise, and the complex cell, mapped with a moving bar. On vated for longer periods of time than cells in the superfi-
responses are shown in red, and off responses in blue. cial layers (Figure 6B), probably because of differences
(B) Crosscorrelation between the simple cell and the complex cell. in convergence. When layer 4 is inactivated, layer 23
Both cells were simultaneously stimulated with a moving bar (the
cells still have subthreshold synaptic activity that origi-gray line is the shuffle correlogram). The correlation shows a positive
nates in horizontal and feed-back connections (Hirschpeak displaced from zero that is consistent with a monosynaptic
and Gilbert, 1991; Mignard and Malpeli, 1991). This activ-connection from the simple cell to the complex cell.
(C) Orientation tuning curves of the simple cell (solid line) and the ity could reach threshold when added to the inputs from
complex cell (dashed line) obtained with a moving bar. layer 4 cells that recover earlier at the sides of the injec-
(D) Responses of the simple cell and the complex cell to a moving tion. For similar reasons, layer 4 cells begin to fire before
bar. The histograms on the side show the total number of spikes
the geniculate activity recovered at the very center ofon each raster line. The figure shows data collected during 4 min,
the injection (Figure 6A).from top (first bar sweep) to bottom (last bar sweep). At the arrows,
we blocked a small portion of layer A in LGN (GABA injected  15
nl, top, and 25 nl, bottom), in a corresponding retinotopic position
(dashed circle in [A]). Both the simple cell and the complex cell were Discussion
inactivated by the small geniculate blockades.
We have shown that small GABA blockades of LGN
(layer A) can suppress the activity of most layer 4 simpleseems to be in disagreement with previous studies by
cells and layer 23 complex cells in cat primary visualMalpeli (Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986; Mignard and
cortex. In particular, all complex cells receiving strongMalpeli, 1991). Malpeli’s results may still be correct,
simple cell inputs were totally inactivated. A smallerhowever, if the overwhelming majority of layer 23 com-
percentage of cells were less affected probably becauseplex cells (retinotopically aligned with our geniculate
they received convergent inputs from different genicu-blockades) were not affected. To test this possibility,
we examined the effect of small LGN (layer A) blockades late layers (Figure 7).
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Figure 5. Percentage of Cortical Cells Af-
fected by the Inactivation of Layer A of the
LGN According to Laminar Location (A) and
Receptive Field Type (B)
The effect of layer A inactivation was defined
as the ratio: number of spikes in two raster
lines after the geniculate blockade/number of
spikes in two raster lines before the blockade.
Mean blockade ratios for layer 4, layer 23,
and layer 3–4 border are respectively 0.07,
0.14, and 0.3. Mean blockade ratios for simple
cells, complex cells and S1 cells are 0.11,
0.26, 0.55. The number of cells according to
laminar location is smaller because layers
could only be unequivocally identified in
those experiments in which the electrodes
run parallel to the cortical surface in the me-
dial bank.
Comparison with Previous Studies Finally, the explanation we favor the most is based
Previous studies by Malpeli and collaborators (Malpeli, on the technique used to block LGN activity. While here
1983; Malpeli et al., 1986; Mignard and Malpeli, 1991) we made reversible, short lasting, GABAergic block-
reached a different conclusion. They found that the inac- ades, Malpeli (Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986) used
tivation of LGN (layer A) was able to silence layer 4 longer cobalt chloride blockades that may have dam-
simple cells but not layer 23 complex cells. Malpeli’s aged the tissue after a few injections. It is possible that
results seemed to indicate that the activity of the superfi- after injecting Cobalt Chloride several times, the sample
cial layers of the cortex depended on no single subdivi- of layer 23 cells became strongly biased toward cells
sion of the LGN. that did not receive input through layer A (or that re-
Some technical aspects may account for the differ- ceived mixed inputs through A and C layers). Short-term
ences between our results. A first possible explanation cortical plasticity could have also maintained the activity
could be based on the precision of the retinotopic align- of cells in the superficial layers after their thalamic inputs
ment. If the region inactivated in LGN and the cortical from layer A were removed (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992).
receptive fields were not precisely aligned in visual
space, the LGN injections would not have an effect on Alternative Circuits that Could Explain Our Results
the cortical responses. This explanation is unlikely be- According to our interpretation of the results, our tiny
cause Malpeli and collaborators were very careful.
GABA injections in layer A of LGN inactivated mostly
Moreover, their injections were relatively big and inacti-
simple cells in layer 4. As a consequence of inactivating
vated large regions of tissue (115–230 nl; Malpeli,
these simple cell inputs, most complex cells in the su-1983). Small retinotopic misalignments were more prob-
perficial layers became also silent. Before we addresslematic in our experiments because we used very small
the significance of these findings, we will discuss othervolumes of GABA (most of the times 15–25 nl). We
alternative interpretations.controlled for this potential problem with two different
The best alternative explanation is based on somestrategies. First, we quantified precisely the alignment
“first order” complex cells located at the bottom of layerfor each single case by using reverse correlation to si-
3 that receive direct thalamic input (Bullier and Henry,multaneously map all receptive fields (simple cell, com-
1979; Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983; Martin and Whitte-plex cell, and geniculate multiunit activity). Second, we
ridge, 1984). If the activity of these complex cells wererecorded simultaneously from multiple cells with over-
dominated by their thalamic inputs and these inputslapping receptive fields in layer 4 and layer 23 (a techni-
were inactivated by our injections, then all first ordercal problem would be identified if no cell in layer 4 was
complex cells and their targets in the superficial layersinactivated).
would be inactivated by a circuit that does not involveA second explanation is suggested by a recent study
simple cells. This scenario is unlikely for the followingfrom C. Rivadulla and M. Sur (Soc. Neurosci., abstract,
reasons. The main direct thalamic input to the bottom2000). In agreement with our results, these authors found
of layer 3 originates in thalamic structures that were notthat GABA blockades of layer A in LGN produced a
affected by our injections (C layers and MIN). The Cstrong reduction in the response of most cells in the
layers project to the bottom of layer 3, top of layer 1,superficial layers. Interestingly, however, the response
and borders of layer 4, while the A layers project mostlyreduction was less pronounced when using a strong
within the limits of layer 4 and top of layer 6 (LeVay andfull-field stimulus instead of a moving bar (probably be-
Gilbert, 1976; Boyd and Matsubara, 1996). Consequentcause the full-field stimulus activated additional cortico-
with the anatomy, crosscorrelation analysis demon-cortical inputs representing regions outside the classical
strates direct LGN (layer A) input to simple cells and S1receptive field). This explanation is unlikely, however,
cells but rarely to other layer 3 complex cells (see Alonsosince Malpeli (Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986) did not
use full-field stimuli. and Martinez, 1998). (As shown here, S1 cells are espe-
Complex Receptive Fields in Primary Visual Cortex
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Figure 7. Cartoon Illustrating the Main Pathways and Layers In-
volved in Our Experiments
The inner cylinder represents a territory of layers 4 and 23 deter-
mined by the spatial extent of an X axon (green). Arrow thicknessFigure 6. A Small LGN (Layer A) Blockade Inactivates Layer 4 Visual
indicates the relative strength of a given pathway. The outer cylin-Responses for Longer Periods of Time Than the Responses of Other
ders represent the spatial extent of a Y axon (orange) and corticalCells in the Superficial Layers
connections (gray). (Cylinders are volume representations; not exact(A) Simultaneous recording from geniculate multiunit activity, a layer
spatial representations. For example, Y-axonal arbors have clusters4 simple cell, a layer 23 complex cell, and a S1 cell in the layer
that respect the boundaries of the ocular dominance columns.) The3–4 border. All cells were vertically aligned perpendicular to the
thickness of the Y pathway is split into three main contributors (layercortical surface. LGN (layer A) was inactivated with three consecu-
A, layer C, and MIN). The relative thickness of the orange arrow istive injections of increasingly larger volumes of GABA. The genicu-
based on the estimate that about 33% of cells in layer A are Ylate multiunit activity (center of the injection) was the slowest to
cells (e.g., Orban, 1984). Only the input from the contralateral eyerecover and the cell in layer 3–4 border the fastest.
is represented. The W pathway and many subcortical and cortical(B) On average, the cortical inactivation produced by small LGN
structures are not represented for the sake of simplicity.(layer A) blockades lasted longer in layer 4 (43.65  8.66 s, n  4)
than in the superficial layers (layer 3–4 border: 18.78  2.41 s, n 
6; layer 23: 20.65 s  7.70, n  14). These values were obtained
from simultaneous multiunit-activity recordings at different cortical neurons in layer A of LGN). Instead, area 18 receives
layers (see Experimental Procedures for definition of blockade du- most of its thalamic input from layer C, MIN, and layer
ration). A1, all thalamic structures that were not affected by
our injections (see Orban, 1984, for review). (Notice that
during our GABA blockades, and while stimulating corti-cially difficult to inactivate by layer A blockades probably
cal cells through the contralateral eye, other contralat-because they receive additional inputs from the C lay-
eral thalamic inputs remain visually driven [layer C anders). There is also increasing evidence that the direct
C2 in LGN, layer 1 in MIN] and other ipsilateral inputsthalamic input to complex cells is weak. Previous stud-
remain spontaneously active [layer A1 and C1 in LGN,ies by Tanaka (1983) showed that the thalamic inputs
layer 2 in MIN].) Moreover, because area 18 receptiveonto complex cells were three to four times weaker than
fields are usually three times larger than area 17 re-onto simple cells and S1 cells. Moreover, in our own
ceptive fields, inactivating a cortical cell in this areastudy we frequently found direct LGN (layer A) inputs
would require blocking a thalamic region that is at leastto simple cells and S1 cells but rarely to on-off layer 3
three times larger than the regions inactivated in ourcomplex cells (Alonso and Martinez, 1998). Finally, as
experiments (Lee et al., 1998). This last argument couldshown here, without layer A input, the direct connections
also explain why some cells in the deep layers of areafrom the rest of the thalamus (C layers, MIN, Pulvinar
17 (e.g., layer 5) are harder to inactivate with blockadesand Latero-Posterior nucleus) were not effective in driv-
of layer A of LGN (Malpeli, 1983).ing most layer 23 complex cells.
Other alternative interpretations of our results are
even more difficult to sustain. For example, it could be What Is Inactivated by Our GABA Injections?
Area 17 receives thalamic input from three main path-argued that the responses of area 18 were affected by
our injections, and, consequently, the activity of layers ways (X, Y, and W) that differ in several properties such
as conduction velocities, response latencies, receptive-23 in area 17 was reduced by the lack of feed-back
from area 18 to area 17. Probably the best argument field size, and response linearity. Most of the X pathway
originates within the A layers. The Y pathway, which isagainst this scenario is the fact that area 18 does not
receive X cell input (X cells are the majority of projecting much more distributed, originates within A layers, layer
Neuron
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C, and MIN. Finally, the W pathway originates mainly tion selectivity (Mel et al., 1998; Spitzer and Hochstein,
1988). The problem with these models is the increasingwithin layers C1 and C2 (see Sherman, 1985, for review).
evidence that the direct thalamic input to complex cellsOur tiny GABA injections in layer A inactivated a small
is weak. Complex cells were originally found to receiveregion of cortex by blocking mainly the X pathway. There
direct thalamic input based on their cortical responsesare some Y cells in layer A; however, these cells make
to electrical stimulation (Hoffmann and Stone, 1971;a small fraction of the entire Y pathway (particularly near
Singer et al., 1975; Bullier and Henry, 1979; Ferster andarea centralis [Levay and Ferster, 1977]), and many do
Lindstrom, 1983; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984). How-not make measurable connections with cortical cells in
ever, electrical stimulation activates many pathways si-area 17 (Alonso et al., 2001). Moreover, data obtained
multaneously and very strongly, a scenario that is hardlywith current-source density analysis, intracellular and
reproduced by a visual stimulus. When using visual stim-extracellular recordings suggest that the impact of the
ulation, studies of crosscorrelation analysis found thatentire Y pathway in area 17 is weak (Ferster, 1990a,
the thalamo-cortical connections on complex cells were1990sb; Burke et al., 1992).
much weaker than those on simple cells and S1 cellsWhat is most remarkable about our results, however,
(Tanaka, 1983, for all cortical cells; Alonso and Martinez,is that in spite of the large variety of inputs that area 17
1998, for layer 23 cells). Moreover, as shown here,receives (direct and indirect input from A layers, C lay-
without layer A inputs, the Y cells from MIN and layerers, MIN, Latero-posterior nucleus, Pulvinar, claustrum,
C are not very successful in driving layer 23 complexbrain stem, horizontal connections, feed-back connec-
cells (see also Ferster, 1990a, 1990b; Burke et al., 1992).tions from area 18, 19, 20, postero-medial bank of the
Therefore, it is unlikely that weak Y cell inputs are re-lateral suprasylvian sulcus, callosal connections) and in
sponsible for complex cell nonlinearities in area 17 (Hoff-spite of the potential of layer 23 for short-term plastic-
mann and Stone, 1971; Stone et al., 1979).ity (e.g., Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992), a layer 23 complex
Our results can be also used to emphasize how diffi-cell can still be totally silenced by inactivating a few
cult it is to model the strength of a given pathway basedgeniculate cells that feed into layer 4. A simplified car-
solely on the number of excitatory synapses (c.f. Chancetoon with some of the main pathways involved in our
et al., 1999; Douglas et al., 1995; Douglas and Martin,experiments is illustrated in Figure 7. As shown in this
1991; Somers et al., 1995). As shown here, the inactiva-figure, the X pathway provides probably the strongest
tion of a small group of geniculate cells in layer A ofand most spatially restricted input to area 17 with its
LGN is enough to disrupt the normal function of a corticalaxons being approximately confined within layer 4. The
column even if most of the excitatory synapses in thisY axons cover a region twice as large as the X axons
cortical region are still active (e.g., horizontal connec-and terminate at the top of layer 4 and bottom of layer
tions, feed-back connections, MIN, layer A1, C layers,3 (Ferster and LeVay, 1978; Humphrey et al., 1985). Fi-
claustrum, Pulvinar, latero-posterior nucleus, etc.).nally, the inputs from horizontal and feed-back connec-
These results emphasize the importance of the distinc-tions cover a much larger area of the cortex within layers
tion between drivers and modulators in the cortical cir-23 (Salin and Bullier, 1995). Our results show that
cuitry (Crick and Koch, 1998; Sherman and Guillery,most of the activity within the inner cylinder of this car-
1998). Under this distinction, the layer A inputs wouldtoon is silenced by a small injection of GABA in layer A
be strong drivers of layer 4 simple cells and, in turn,of LGN.
layer 4 simple cells would be strong drivers of layer 23
complex cells. In addition, the activity of layer 23 cells
Models of Complex Receptive Field Generation
would be modulated by inputs from many other sources
In summary, our results provide strong support (see also that, under special circumstances (e.g., strong stimuli
Alonso and Martinez, 1998) for one of the main tenants or cortical plasticity), and acting as a group, could ap-
of the hierarchical model (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962): layer proach the strength of the fewer and more selective
4 simple cells and layer 23 complex cells are two inputs from the feed-forward pathway.
consecutive stages of processing in primary visual cor-
tex. Recent results by D. Feldmeyer, J.H.R. Lubke, R.A. Experimental Procedures
Silver, and B. Sakmann (Soc. Neurosci., abstract, 2000),
Surgeryusing a slice preparation of rat somatosensory cortex,
Cats weighing 2.5–3 kg were initially anesthetized with ketamine (10provide further support for this model. Feldmeyer et al.
mg/kg, IM) and then with thiopental sodium (20 mg/kg, IV, supple-showed that the connections from layer 4 to layer 23 mented as needed). Lidocaine was injected subcutaneously or ap-
are among the strongest connections in the cortical col- plied topically at all points of pressure or possible sources of pain.
umn. The results from these authors in vitro are in close A tracheotomy was performed, and the animal placed in the stereo-
taxic apparatus. Temperature, electrocardiogram, electroencepha-agreement with the results from Alonso and Martinez
logram, and expired CO2 were monitored throughout the experiment.(1998) in vivo. For example, in both studies, monosynap-
The level of anesthesia was maintained by a continuous infusion oftic connections were found in the direction from the
thiopental sodium (2–3 mg/kg/hr, IV). Animals were then paralyzed
layer 4 to the layer 23 cell and none in the opposite (Norcuron 0.2 mg/kg/hr, IV) and artificially ventilated through an
direction. endotracheal tube. Pupils were dilated with 1% atropine sulfate,
and the nictitating membranes retracted with 10% phenylephrine.Our results do not totally rule out the possibility that
The position of the area centralis and the optic disk was plottedsome complex receptive fields in layer 23 may be built
with the aid of a fundus camera.by other mechanisms that do not involve simple cells.
For example, it is still possible that some layer 3 cells Visual Stimuli
may receive convergent inputs from the A and C layers, The receptive fields of simple cells, S1 cells, and geniculate multiunit
activity were always mapped by reverse correlation either with whiteand the sole interaction of these inputs generate orienta-
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noise or sparse noise. The receptive fields of complex cells were be larger than 30 nl to begin to produce a significant tissue distortion.
To be totally confident about this issue, in some experiments wemapped with sparse noise and moving bars (we mapped each cell
with both dark and light moving bars). White noise (Sutter, 1992; Reid used double micropipettes with 20 m tips to inject larger volumes
of saline (the recording barrel had a 20 m platinum-iridium wire).et al., 1997) consisted of a series of 16  16 pixel pseudorandom
“checkerboards” (0.4/pixel) presented each during 20 ms. Sparse By doing so, we found that very large volumes of saline (more than
100 nl) did produce a significant reduction in the response of thenoise (Jones and Palmer, 1987) consisted of light and dark squares
flashed singly for 40 ms in pseudorandom order, 16 times each, on geniculate multiunit activity. In our hands, these large volumes failed
to block the multiunit activity entirely; however, the response reduc-a 16  16 grid (square size, 1.2). Cortical receptive fields were
represented as contour plots (concentric lines representing 20% tion could be noticed sometimes at distances as large as 800 m
(as measured in experiments in which a metal electrode was glueddecrements in response with respect to the maximum). All correlo-
grams were obtained by stimulating the cortical cells with a slowly to the micropipette).
Blockade duration was defined as the time of a bar sweepmoving bar (usually 0.25–0.5 Hz). All cells were simultaneously stim-
ulated through the contralateral eye. Most of our complex cells were multiplied by the number of contiguous cycles that generated a
spike count 50% lower than control. Control was defined as thealso tested through the ipsilateral eye (either by hand-mapping or
with a protocol similar to the one used for the contralateral stimu- average spike count of two raster lines preceding the GABA injec-
tion. Because the GABA volumes we injected were very small, ourlation).
effect and recovery times were fast. Consequently, the blockade
duration usually corresponded with the number of bar sweeps that
Electrophysiological Recordings, Pharmacological failed to generate a single spike. During the geniculate inactivation,
Blockades, and Data Analysis cortical cells were stimulated with a moving bar. The bar was usually
Cortical cells were recorded with a multielectrode matrix (Eckhorn 0.5–1 wide and had an excursion of 5–7. The length, velocity,
and Thomas, 1993). Five or six thin electrodes were introduced into and contrast polarity (dark or light) of the bar was chosen to evoke
the medial bank of the cortex parallel to each other and parallel to the strongest response possible. For comparison, Malpeli (Malpeli,
the cortical surface. Each electrode in the array was moved indepen- 1983; Malpeli et al., 1986) used bars that produced strong responses;
dently with a vertical accuracy of 1 m. The tips of the electrodes the bars were usually 2–3 wide, had an excursion of 4–8, and
were coated with DiI or DiO, and the tracks reconstructed at the had a length shorter than the region inactivated (around 3).
end of the experiments. A double micropipette, tilted 20 and 5 Connectivity was estimated by crosscorrelating the spike trains
in the anteroposterior and mediolateral angles respectively, was of simultaneously recorded cells. Because our cells had overlapping
introduced in layer A of the LGN. Multi- and single-unit activity was receptive fields, all our correlograms showed slow stimulus-depen-
recorded through one micropipette barrel (NaCl 4M), and GABA dent correlations. These correlations were very broad and repro-
(10–20 mM) was injected through the other barrel. The volume of duced the temporal frequency of the slowly moving bars that we
GABA injected was calibrated by making injections in oil. The LGN used as stimulus (usually 0.25–0.5 Hz). In a few cell pairs (n  9), a
blockade was continuously monitored by recording multiunit activity much faster narrow peak was superimposed on the broad correla-
through the contiguous micropipette barrel (2 m distance be- tion. These asymmetric peaks were much narrower than any of
tween barrels). The tip of the micropipette was routinely measured our stimulus-dependent correlations or any correlation produced by
at the beginning and at the end of each penetration (10 m each changes in excitability (Brody, 1998). The slow stimulus-dependent
tip). Most of our thalamic and cortical recordings were made within correlation was calculated by fragmenting the spike train in stimulus
5–10 of the area centralis. cycles and shuffling these fragments (Perkel et al., 1967). The signifi-
Our pressure injections (40–80 p.s.i.) inactivated very small genic- cance level for a positive correlation was set to 2.5 times the stan-
ulate regions. The volume of our injections was adjusted to be the dard deviation of the shuffle correlogram or baseline (for details,
minimal necessary to inactivate a simple cell in layer 4 of area 17 see Alonso and Martinez, 1998). The correlogram asymmetry was
(usually 15–25 nl; up to 40 nl when doing dose-response curves as calculated, after subtracting the baseline, as R  L/R  L, where
in Figure 6). These tiny injections should inactivate a small number R is the number of paired spikes at the right side of the correlogram
of geniculate cells projecting to the cortex, maybe as few as 300. and L is those at the left side, within 5 ms on each side. The baseline
This number is estimated as follows. In LGN, there are approximately was defined as the average value in the correlogram at 10 ms on
13800 neurons/mm3 (Ziburkus et al., 2000), but only around 80% each side. We identified monosynaptic connections by using criteria
(11040) are projection neurons (LeVay and Ferster, 1979). Our largest similar to our previous study (Alonso and Martinez, 1998):
injections (25 nl) should have blocked a region approximately spheri-
(1) Presence of a positive narrow peak displaced from the zero ofcal of 200 m radius (0.03 mm3). Therefore, these injections inacti-
the correlogram (correlogram asymmetry  0.4). The strongestvated (11040 neurons/mm3)  0.03 mm3, that is approximately 300
peaks had a dip on the left side of the correlogram that matchedneurons. GABA spread was measured in several experiments by
the autocorrelogram of the presynaptic cell (e.g., Figure 3).using pipettes with large tips (20 m) glued to metal microelec-
(2) The narrow peak had a short latency and a fast rise time thattrodes. For example, in one experiment, we glued a microelectrode
matched the peak time and rise time of synaptic potentials re-at 150 m of horizontal distance, injected seven different volumes,
corded intracellularly in vitro (latency  rise time  2.36–4.96and found that 15–20 nl were necessary to inactivate the multiunit
[see Mason et al., 1991; Deuchars et al., 1994; Stratford et al.,activity recorded from the electrode. In another experiment, 5–10
1996; Markram et al., 1997]).nl were necessary to inactivate the multiunit activity recorded at an
electrode located 100 m above the micropipette (measured with
nine different volumes). In another experiment, while recording from Receptive Field Classification
Simple cells and complex cells were classified using original Hubela geniculate afferent (layer A1) in the cortex, we made 15 consecu-
tive injections of 60 nl in LGN separated by 100 m of vertical and Wiesel (1962) criteria. Simple receptive fields had adjacent,
elongated on and off subregions whose spatial structure matcheddistance, blocked the afferent 11 times, and estimated a spread of
500 m radius for this volume. From these and other experiments, the preferred orientation of the cell. Complex cells lacked the spatial
segregation of on and off responses and responded to variouslywe estimated that an injection of 15–25 nl of GABA will spread a
radius of approximately 150–200 m. Moreover, only injections shaped stationary or moving forms in a way that could not be pre-
dicted from the responses to small spots (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962).larger than 100 nl will spread into layer A1 and eventually reach
layer C. These estimates are consistent with previous measurements Following these criteria, S1 cells were classified in our previous
paper (Alonso and Martinez, 1998) as complex cells. In this paper,of spread for Cobalt Chloride and GABA (Malpeli, 1983; Malpeli
et al., 1986; Hupe et al., 1999). We also injected saline in several we decided to adopt the S1 term instead because the circuitry of
S1 cells seem to differ from that of classical simple cells and complexexperiments to make sure that our thalamic inactivation was due
to the direct effect of GABA and not to an unspecific effect produced cells. The term S1 is chosen to give credit to the original description
of these receptive fields (Schiller et al., 1976). It is important toby pressure. No effect was observed with the small volumes used
in these experiments. These results are consistent with those of distinguish S1 cells from complex cells that respond better to static
stimuli of one polarity (e.g., responses to dark spots are strongerAkaoka et al. (1992) that showed that the injection volume had to
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than responses to light spots). Unlike these complex cells, S1 cells Burke, W., Dreher, B., Michalski, A., Cleland, B.G., and Rowe, M.H.
(1992). Effects of selective pressure block of Y-type optic nervegenerate linear responses (Skottun et al., 1991), can be mapped
with white noise (Alonso and Martinez, 1998), and their visual re- fibers on the receptive-field properties of neurons in the striate
cortex of the cat. Vis. Neurosci. 9, 47–64.sponses to dark and light moving bars are not superimposed in time
(see Orban, 1984, for review). Chance, F.S., Nelson, S.B., and Abbott, L.F. (1999). Complex cells
as cortically amplified simple cells. Nat. Neurosci. 2, 277–282.
Histology Crick, F., and Koch, C. (1998). Constraints on cortical and thalamic
At the end of each experiment, the animal was perfused with saline projections: the no-strong-loops hypothesis. Nature 391, 245–250.
and 4% paraformaldehyde and the brain stored in 4% paraformalde-
Debanne, D., Shulz, D.E., and Fregnac, Y. (1998). Activity-dependenthyde and 30% sucrose. The tissue was sectioned in 40 m slices,
regulation of ’on’ and ’off’ responses in cat visual cortical receptiveand one of every two sections was processed for cresyl violet. The
fields. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 508, 523–548.tips of the cortical electrodes were coated with DiI or DiO, and the
Deuchars, J., West, D.C., and Thomson, A.M. (1994). Relationshipselectrode tracks were reconstructed with a fluorescence micro-
between morphology and physiology of pyramid-pyramid singlescope at the end of the experiment. All our penetrations were made
axon connections in rat neocortex in vitro. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 478,in the medial bank of the cortex. In this location, cortical electrodes
423–435.run in a coronal plane, parallel to each other and parallel to the
cortical surface, remaining within approximately the same cortical Douglas, R.J., and Martin, K.A.C. (1991). A functional microcircuit
layer for several hundreds of microns. This strategy allowed us to for cat visual cortex. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 440, 735–769.
reconstruct the cell’s laminar location by combining depth readings Douglas, R.J., Koch, C., Mahowal, M., Martin, K.A.C., and Suarez,
with the electrode track position (see Alonso and Martinez, 1998). H.H. (1995). Recurrent excitation in neocortical circuits. Science 269,
In spite of the clear advantages of this strategy, the cells layer 981–985.
location cannot be determined with precision in extracellular re-
Eckhorn, R., and Thomas, U. (1993). A new method for the insertioncordings. Therefore, we decided to group our cells’ location in three
of multiple microprobes into neural and muscular tissue, includingmajor categories: layer 4, layer 23, and layer 3–4 border. The layer
fiber electrodes, fine wires, needles and microsensors. J. Neurosci.3–4 border was first identified in a section processed by cresyl violet
Methods 49, 175–179.and then superimposed on a contiguous section where the DiI/DiO
Ferster, D. (1990a). X- and Y-mediated current sources in areas 17tracks could be visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Every track
and 18 of cat visual cortex. Vis. Neurosci. 4, 135–145.within 100 m of this border (below or above) was included in the
group layer 3–4 border. Tracks above this margin were included in Ferster, D. (1990b). X- and Y-mediated synaptic potentials in neu-
the group layer 23, and those below in the group layer 4. rons of areas 17 and 18 of cat visual cortex. Vis. Neurosci. 4, 115–
133.
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